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Introduction
A total of 6825 candidates sat this paper. Examiners saw much that was impressive and
the overall feeling was that candidates had found the paper accessible and that it offered
them the chance to show what they knew, with relatively few answers left blank. This report
highlights both strengths and weaknesses of the responses seen with the aim of providing
feedback to teachers and helping them to prepare students for future examinations.
Candidates were clearly comfortable with the format of the new examination paper and
generally seemed confident about the material covered. They should be aware of the key
themes of the nature of crimes, the nature of punishment and law enforcement, and the
influence of attitudes and they should also realise that the questions on the extension
studies can call on material from the core, and that within the extension unit part a and part
b are not linked.
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Question 1
Most students recognised the change in the crimes committed as a result of identity theft
commenting on the increased opportunities of modern identity theft or the importance of
technology which meant that now identity theft does not need to be committed in person.
They were therefore able to reach level 2. However, the quality of support they offered
varied a great deal. Some students made explicit references to each source and also made
comments explicitly identifying the nature of the change that had occurred; these cases
obviously deserved the full 4 marks. Other answers were clearly based on the sources
but made no reference to them or the explanation of change was vague. Some students
simply said the sources showed differences in the crimes being committed or juxtaposed
comments about each source with the only indication of change being the use of words such
as ‘whereas’ or ‘however’ and these were restricted to Level 1. Some candidates also tried
to develop this into a question about how much change had occurred and whether Source B
showed new ways to commit an ‘old’ crime. This is a valid approach but they tended to write
far too much for 4 marks and to bring in additional detail from their own knowledge; They
should remember that question 1 always has a simple focus on identifying change based
on using 2 sources in conjunction and comments identifying continuity have little relevance
here. Answers deserving the full marks do not need to be long. Candidates who took extra
sheets of paper here rarely changed their mark – either they had gained the full 4 marks
within the allotted 12 lines, or their answer failed to address the question and additional
detail and comment did not raise the quality of the answer. They should be reminded that
this answer is based entirely on the sources and there are no marks available for additional
own knowledge. Consequently, the inclusion of explanations or additional information does
not gain marks but does waste time and can affect performance in later questions. Similarly,
there is also little point in describing the sources or making inferences from the individual
sources. The question is about using the 2 sources in combination to make an inference
about change over time. The best answers began with an inference about change and then
supported it by a reference to each source, rather than describing each source and only
making the inference about change at the end.
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Examiner Comments

This uses details from each source to identify
the change in identity theft, showing how
technology has created a broader range of
opportunities for crime.

Examiner Comments

The answer suggests a change and is clearly based on the
sources but does not make explicit reference to them.
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Question 2
Peel and the creation of the Metropolitan police was a more popular choice than the Fielding
brothers but answers on both options had a tendency to be descriptive of what happened
rather than why it was important and there were fewer answers than expected which were
a clear Level 3. Many answers explained that the appearance of the police was deliberately
unlike that of the army or explained why they were often unpopular at first but could not
relate this to their importance. Other answers recognised the importance of the Bow Street
Runners as the first organised body to try to deal with crime and the Metropolitan police
force as the first professional police force but they lacked specific details to support their
comments.
There were sometimes comments about the problems in the use of constables, night
watchmen, thief takers etc which could be used to show the importance of this innovation
but comments about the hue and cry were not really relevant to eighteenth century
London. In many cases this was a result of insecure understanding of chronology but it
is also possible to emphasise change at the expense of continuity when teaching, and
therefore the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries can be glossed over too quickly.
Comments aiming to show the significance of the police by looking at the consequences
tended to focus on late 20th century developments such as the use of DNA as a way of
showing the importance of Peel’s work. Better answers could show that crime lessened as
a result of the presence of the Bow Street Runners / Metropolitan police and that there
was now an opportunity to catch criminals after the crime had been committed rather than
relying on chance to catch them in the act.
Candidates often stated that the Bow Street Runners acted as an inspiration for Peel’s police
force or that Peel’s police force was so successful that it was expanded on a nationwide
basis but offered very limited supporting detail, while answers on Peel sometimes became
sidetracked into his work on prison reform and the reduction of the death penalty.
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Examiner Comments

This answer has good detail about the work of the Fielding
brothers and shows both the significance of the Bow St Runnners
as creating a precedent and some of the limitations of that group.
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Examiner Comments

There are some points here which are similar to
the previous answer but they are not supported
with accurate detail and the overall answer tends
to be about the Metropolitan police force and not
clearly focused on the importance of its creation.
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Question 3
This was the more popular choice between question 3 and 4 and candidates seemed very
confident in answering this question. Most of them could explain the problems associated
with public execution very clearly and they were also familiar with the picture used as
stimulus material. As well as the increased risk of petty crime and public disorder, the
answers showed a good grasp of the fact that the spectacle of public execution was not
acting as a deterrent and thus did not fulfil its function. Other points made often referred
to changing attitudes which led to an increased respect for human dignity and therefore
execution shifted to being done in private - the influence of Charles Dickens was often
cited here. However, some candidates drifted into an explanation of their own views on
execution, explaining it was inhumane.
Comments about changing attitudes towards execution in general, the ending of the
Bloody Code, the use of alternative punishments such as prison or transportation, or the
shift towards reform and rehabilitation as the purpose of punishment, could not access
the higher marks since they missed the emphasis in the question. Some answers also
included comments about the government’s fear of revolution since the French Revolution
had ‘recently’ happened. Unfortunately, answers about the ending of capital punishment,
often based on the cases of Timothy Evans, Derek Bentley and Ruth Ellis, rarely
contained rewardable material. These problems highlight the 2 issues which often cause
knowledgeable students to fail to do themselves justice: a faulty grasp of chronology and a
failure to analyse the question.
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Examiner Comments

This answer discusses 2 key reasons why
public executions ended – the failure of the
punishment to be an effective deterrent and the
possibility of disorder at the execution.
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Question 4
Many students had clearly engaged well with the topic of the Gunpowder Plot and they
wrote well informed answers about the aims and details of the plot, the capture of the
plotters, problems with the evidence, and the details of the execution. The majority could
also explain why treason was treated so seriously. However, fewer candidates could place
this in the context of sixteenth / seventeenth century attitudes to authority, often assuming
that parliament was the key organ of government, although the idea of treason being also a
crime against God was well understood. There were also few that could explain the need for
a harsh punishment because of the instability of the monarchy or because the king had such
limited ways of enforcing order and obedience, although the basic idea of deterrence was
usually explained. A small number of answers took the alternative route into Level 3 and
explained how each step in the process of execution was meant to highlight the shocking
and abhorrent nature of the crime.
There was some confusion over who was which religion and also a surprising number of
statements that asserted the severity of the punishment was due to fear of revolution ‘like
the one that had just happened in France’.
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Examiner Comments

The student shows a good understanding that the nature of treason demands a severe punishment
but also shows an understanding of the context of the Gunpowder Plot and James’ insecurity.
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Question 5
5a: This choice of question was far less popular than question 6. While many answers were
not clearly focused on Roman Britain, a range of examples of Roman punishments were
described by most candidates and a pleasing number structured their answer to show that
punishment was affected by the nature of the crime or the criminal’s wealth and social
status. Examples were given of different punishments for nobles, men, women, soldiers and
slaves. Although ‘fairness’ is a relevant theme in this question, some candidates included
too much of their own opinion and not enough factual detail or historical analysis. Other
mistakes included an answer based on explaining crimes rather than punishment or an
answer which incorrectly used examples from later periods.
5b: Most students could elaborate on the bullet points and many discussed the significance
of the introduction of forest laws as an aspect of increasing royal control. The introduction
of Trial by Combat was used as an example of change brought in by the Normans or as
an example of continuity where the Normans adapted existing customs, with the best
candidates going on to point out that the Normans abolished all forms of Trial by Ordeal
later but weaker candidates simply described Trial by Combat and often stated that Trial by
Ordeal was a punishment. In the same way, those with good knowledge of wergild could
discuss the significance of the changes made by William. A few candidates also offered
additional points from the own knowledge, most commonly the introduction of the murdrum
fine, changes made to the legal and judicial system and the growing power of the Church
– these answers were usually very high scoring as they could weigh up the significance of
different changes in order to reach a judgement on which was the most important change
introduced by the Normans.
Examiners noted that the majority of answers were on the Level 2 / Level 3 borderline and
that there were some very knowledgeable candidates who simply described changes and
failed to assess their importance. The difference between Level 2 and Level 3 answers was
not in the amount of detail they provided but in the structure of the answer – time spent
planning and creating an argument was rarely wasted, and candidates who then provided
a conclusion which assessed the different aspect, often moved into Level 4. A problem that
was noted in both part a and part b was confusion of different time periods. Answers in part
a about the Saxons and Normans could not be credited while answers in part b about the
Romans also scored 0.
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Examiner Comments

This answer discusses Roman punishments,
showing how they varied according to the social
status of the criminal and the severity of the crime.
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Examiner Comments

There is a good sense of evaluation here, both of
the extent of change in individual examples, such
as Trial by Combat and wergild, and of the relative
importance of the changes to the existing system
compared to the introduction of new changes.
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Examiner Comments

Although this answer has good detail, for example
on changes to the courts, it is descriptive in
approach. The candidate assumes that Trial by Combat
replaced other forms of Trial by Ordeal and therefore
cannot discuss the extent or significance of change.
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Question 6
6a: Candidates could confidently explain the social / economic /religious tensions or the
influence of individuals such as James I and Matthew Hopkins, which led to accusations of
witchcraft being made. Many also described the stereotypical witch but fewer explained the
social / religious attitudes or the economic circumstances which made women particularly
vulnerable as victims of these accusations. There was also a tendency to describe the
various tests used to check if someone was a witch. However, some answers gave good
explanations of the Church’s influence on attitudes towards women as well as towards
witchcraft, or explained women’s inferior status in society and showed how that meant that
they often became scapegoats when things went wrong.
6b: The treatment of Conscientious Objectors during the First World War was well known,
with many answers explaining about the introduction of conscription and differentiating
between the treatment of absolutists and alternativists. Descriptions of their treatment
during the Second World War were less thorough but candidates usually reached Level 2
comfortably. When they moved into Level 3 by explaining the reasons for this change in
treatment, it was usually based on an explanation of different membership of the tribunals,
or on an explanation of changed attitudes after the horrors of the First World War or after
the recognition of brave work done by COs as stretcher bearers etc. However, the focus
of the question was not always recognised. There was sometimes confusion between the
First and Second World Wars and also some students assumed the public attitudes were
automatically more tolerant in the Second World War.
The best answers covered a range of reasons for the changed treatment, based on changes
in the nature of warfare, the increased need for men to work on the Home Front and the
portrayal of the Second World War as a war to preserve freedom. In a few cases, the
attitudes of Asquith, Lloyd George, Chamberlain and Churchill were discussed but other
high level answers discussed how far changes made by the government actually reflected
changed attitudes among the public.
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Examiner Comments

This answer addresses both aspects of the
questions – it explains why accusations of
witchcraft increased but it also explains why
women were usually the victims.
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Examiner Comments

There is good use of contextual detail here
but there is also a clear focus on reasons
why treatment of conscientious objectors
changed. The student shows good awareness
of reasons for change in both government
attitudes and also those of the public and
attempts to evaluate their relative importance.
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Examiner Comments

This answer makes good use of detail to support the explanation
of reasons why treatment changed, placing particular emphasis
on the changed composition of the tribunals.
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Examiner Comments

This comment in a conclusion shows a clear
focus on the question and attempt to evaluate
the relative importance of different reasons.
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Paper Summary
Examination technique is a key element affecting the achievement of candidates.
Practising examination questions in timed conditions is crucial and many students clearly
had their plan worked out as examiners often saw notes about timing written next to the
question. The extension question carries a total of 25 marks – half of the total available for
the whole paper. Part b of the extension question is the most heavily weighted and the only
one to be marked on 4 levels – it is vital that candidates leave themselves enough time to
answer this properly. Therefore candidates who write excessively on question 1 are limiting
their chances of a high total. In the same way, question 2 and part a of the extension
question usually have quite a narrow focus and do not require the same breadth of coverage
that is required for question 3 / 4 or part b of the extension question. Practising in timed
conditions is also an important way of ensuring candidates can write legibly throughout the
whole paper: neatness is far less important than clarity and there seemed to be an increase
this year of answers where handwriting was extremely difficult to read.
The second key element of successful examination technique is the ability to analyse the
question and plan an answer which focuses on that precise question rather than an answer
which provides information on that topic. Too often candidates lost marks by launching into
a prepared answer which was not relevant for this question. This could be seen particularly
in question 3 where many wrote about the abolition of capital punishment in the twentieth
century, or question 6a where answers explained why accusations of witchcraft increased
in the seventeenth century. Even when candidates began their answer with ‘In this essay
I am going to explain …’ they often simply wrote all they knew on a topic. Far better as an
introduction, is an outline of their overall response.
Examiners commented how often candidates lost marks through insecure chronology. Unit
1 is a Study in Development and the focus is on change and continuity over time. Relatively
few questions need knowledge of specific dates and events but most questions require
candidates to place events in context and discuss contemporary events or talk about
the preceding or succeeding situation. It is also essential that candidates recognise and
sequence terms such as medieval, Tudor, and seventeenth century as well as key dates.
Questions 3, 4 and part b of the extension questions all include stimulus material; in
questions 3 and 4 this can take the form of prose, an illustration or bullet points but in
questions 5b and 6b it will always be bullet points. However, candidates should not assume
the stimulus material is all they need to write a good answer and it is highly unlikely that
the bullet points or stimulus material in one question will help them in another. The material
is there to remind them to cover a range of aspects or the full timescale of the question but
they must have enough understanding to see its relevance and enough knowledge to make
use of it. It is not essential to include all the bullet points and if students do not understand
what one bullet point means, they should ignore it. However, the best answers usually go
beyond the bullet points and bring in additional details to supplement their explanation or to
identify a new factor.
Nevertheless, the difference between Level 2 and Level 3 is not the amount of detail
included but the use made of it. Level 3 requires analysis and therefore a few moments
identifying the different aspects to be covered can help students to produce a structured
response instead of one which is one long paragraph containing facts apparently scattered
at random. Planning and analysis is also very important for Level 4 in the extension
question. Part b questions will normally ask for some kind of evaluation, such as identifying
the most important reason. It does not require a substantially different answer from a Level
3 response but it does need the analysis to be sustained over more than one point being
made and prioritisation or evaluation to be explained in the conclusion even if it does not
run throughout the answer. However, candidates should note that a conclusion which simply
sums up what has already been said ( ‘In conclusion we can see …’) is not the same as
evaluating the importance of different reasons.
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Marks are included within part b of the extension question for the Quality of Written
Communication. There have been few examples of textspeak but the usual problems of
‘would of’ and misspelling of key words such as deterrent, parliament or government can
mean that ideas are not communicated clearly.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this
link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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